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tended to accomplish generally similar purposes, alone or
in combination.
Other objects and purposes of the invention will appear
and be more fully and specifically set forth in the follow
ing description when considered in the light of the ac
companying drawings and appended claims.
in the drawings:
Figure is a perspective view of a combined rack and
molding having an integral pricing means embodying this
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Figure 2 is an end elevation view of the structure of
Figure 1 as from the left-hand end of said figure.
Figure 3 is a vertical sectional view taken as on a line
3-3 of Figure 2.
This invention relates to price moldings, most frequently :5 Figure 4 is a view similar to Figure 2 but confined to
encountered on grocery store and the like shelves, and to
the right-hand portion of said Figure 2.
merchandise, particularly food or container, racks used in
Referring more particularly to the drawings, there is
connection therewith. More particularly, the invention
illustrated by way of example but not of limitation, a rack
relates to a new and improved price tagging means in
generally designated by the numeral i0, having a molding
combination with a new and improved inolding and im 20 generally designated at i releasably secured thereto.
proved food container rack, all in combination. The
Within the molding are pricing tags 2, containing various
invention furthermore relates to improvement in the indi
information and being optionally of various sizes, as will
vidual elements of such combination.
appear.
In supplying merchandise, particularly in cans, bottles,
Referring first to the construction of the rack 10, the
or the like, on grocery shelves, the merchandise is often 25 same comprises a plurality of substantially inverted T
pushed forward from the rear or supply area as it is
sections, the arms of which comprise horizontal slats, as
removed by customers from the front of the shelves.
i4, 5 and 16. These, and preferably side angles 17 and
Where the shelves are refrigerated, they are preferably
8, are disposed in spaced parallel relationship to one
of open construction to facilitate movement of cold air
another and are supported at their rearmost ends upon a
past the individual containers supported thereon. When 30 back angle 19, and at their foremost end on a front
the containers "sweat,” as they frequently do, moisture
angie 20.
drips down onto merchandise disposed on a lower level,
in a preferred form of the device, the respective slats
or onto the floor of the refrigerator, resulting in excessive
14,
15 and 6, the side angles 17 and 18, and the back
accumulations of ice and diminishing the efficiency of
and front angles 9 and 26, comprise extrusions of any
the cooling apparatus. Also, some containers, particu 35 suitable material, preferably plastic, as, for example, cellu
larly those of metal or glass, tend to freeze to metal racks
lose acetate, cellulose nitrate, or even sufficiently massive
and are not then easily removed, or slid, as desired.
rigid vinyl materials, and the respective extruded parts
It is therefore an object of this invention to provide
may then be bonded together to form an integral substan
new and improved means for overcoming the above stated
tially rigid unit.
problems, and to provide a new and improved rack com 40 On the upper surfaces of the lateral extremities of the
partment and frame to accomplish the desired purposes.
horizontal merchandise-carrying slats, beads 21 are pro
Storage racks of the character herein described, or those
vided upon which cartons, cans, bottles or other con
heretofore intended to accomplish generally similar pur
tainers, may readily be supported and/or slid longitudi
poses, have been, for the nost part, single purpose devices
naily of said beads. In addition, a substantial trough is
adapted for use on open shelves, for example, but ill-suited 45 thereby provided between the beads and the upstanding
in a refrigerated compartment. It is an object of the in
legs of Said inverted is, in which liquids, either spilled,
stant invention to provide a rack of versatile construction
condensed or drained from the containers, may be con
capable of use in refrigerated as well as unrefrigerated
ducted through openings 22 to a place of disposal, as by
storage spaces, and designed in each use to provide ad
ineans of a drainage system not shown.
vantages over prior art devices.
50 The upstanding legs or flanges 23 of the side angles and
Another difficulty with prior art storage racks is their
24 of said T-shaped slats define between them channels in
associated pricing systems and moldings which frequently
which the containers, such as 25, may be confined, pref
erably in corresponding rows.
afford too easy access for intentional alteration by cus
tomers or children, or unintentional and accidental dis
All
of
the
flanges
23
and
24,
as
may
be seen most
placement, so that a pricing system once set up must con 55 clearly in Figure 2, are spaced rearwardly from the inner
stantly be attended. It is an object of the instant inven
Surface of the upstanding flange 26 of the front angle 20.
tion to provide a new and improved molding and pricing
The
bead 27 at the top of said front angle is disposed
rearwardly.
apparatus by which prices can be more readily set up,
altered, or changed entirely, by the management, while
The molding 3 is of transparent material, such as
preventing accidental alteration and minimizing the pos 80 Celluloid or other cellulosic material or plastic, and
sibility of intentional change by unauthorized persons.
preferably comprises a parti-cylindrical or curved front
Another object of the invention, therefore, is the pro
portion 28 and a downwardly directed rear flange 29.
vision of a new and improved construction and coopera
Said flange 29 carries a bead 30 which is adapted to
tive relationship between the aforesaid rack construction
be snapped and slipped into place under the bead 27 and
and such pricing system and molding.
into the space 31 provided between the forward end
It is likewise an object of the invention to provide a
of the upstanding flanges 23 and 24 and the rearmost
single molding for pricing systems, of various sizes, to
surface of the upstanding front flange, 26. A wedging
facilitate their insertion and desired removal, both indi
contact
between such down-turned flange 29 and the for
vidually and collectively, optionally together with the
Ward
ends
of the flanges 23 and 24 is thereby obtained
whole molding.
in the lowermost position of said flange 29 and bead
This invention has also among its objects the provision
30 relative to said flange 26. Such wedging contact is
of improvements over prior art devices heretofore in
enhanced, as may be seen most clearly in Figure 2, when
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4.
the foremost edge 33 of a conventional wooden shelf, molding with the outer edge 33 of the corresponding
3

or the like, 34, is pressed against the foot 35 of the
molding 11, as when the rack 10, with said molding
11, is pushed to the left, as seen in Figure 2. The
molding is thus insertable into the opening 3 by means
of the downwardly directed flange 29 for wedged secure
ment thereto, or is removable by forcing the bead 30
and corresponding down-turned flange 29 upwardly while
preferably relieving said wedging or pinching action by
moving the entire molding in a clockwise direction, as

shelf upon which it may be placed, not only wedges the
molding more firmly into non-removable securement
with the rack, but likewise prevents access to the inte
rior of the molding for manipulating and moving the

5

respective tags. However, such tags are removable, as

indicated, by the insertion of a pointer, or the like,
through the respective openings.
()

seen in Figure 2. This separation is consequently facili
tated by pulling the rack 10 forwardly on any shelf

34 on which it may be disposed. However, the inherent

flexibility and resilience of the material of which the
molding is made also permits such freeing of the mold

5

ing from the rack by pressing inwardly upon the face

of the molding to increase its radius of curvature.
In like manner the parts may be secured together by
forcing the flange 29 downwardly during such inward

pressure upon the face of the molding.
The inside of the molding contains inwardly directed
longitudinally extending ribs, grooves, or the like, shori
ders or abutments 40, 41 and 42, in paraliel spaced relia
tionship to one another.

-

By this arrangement adjacent or confronting edges of
the respective ribs define complementary abutments be

are within the ability of one skilled in this art, and a
wide latitude of such changes, or innovations will be
appareit and readily occur to such skilled persons from
the disclosure herein made.

().
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This invention features the provision of a new and
ing new and improved features of structural inter
relationship and cooperation, affording production econ
onies and enhancing over-all utility. It likewise fea
tires provision of a new and improved interlocking
relationship between a rack of the preferred character

improved rack of improved simplified construction, hay

described and a molding of new and improved design
and structure. In addition, the invention features pro

tween which and against which corresponding top and

botton edges 43 and 44 of pricing tags or cards inay be

urged by the inherent resilience and flexibility of said
cards which for such purpose are preferably made of
any springy material, including metal, plastic, Celluloid,

It will be apparent that modifications in the number,
siacing and arrangement, as well as the particular con
tig: ration and structure of the ridges or ribs 40, 4 and
42, the particular curvature or shape of the molding,
and the size, number, shape and arrangement of the
holes or other openings, slots, or the like, 47 and 43,

30

vision of a new and improved foolproof price-molding
constriction capable of easy use by unskilled help while

reducing possible arguments and errors between buyers

and sellers, and mitigating the opportunities for vandal

Said cards are individually provided with numerals or
legends, or individual letters, and are normally flat.

ism, practical jokes and tampering, whether by children
or adults. The manipulation required for changing,
installing or removing any particular price tag or groups

illustrated most clearly in dotted outline in Figure 4,
and with their upper edges in engagement with the abit

of this apparatus both facile and convenient,
While I have herein shown and described my inven

or the like.

..

By placing them individually inside the molding, as

thereof is reduced to its simplest form, making the use

ment 49, they can be flexed outwardly by digital pres
sure, thereby reducing their over-all height until they
assume a curvature which, preferably but not neces
sarily, corresponds substantially to that of the moiding,
preferably also being curved in the same direction, and
locked into place on either the abutment 41 or the abut

and preferred embodiment, it is recognized that depar
tures may be made therefrom within the scope of my
invention, which is not to be limited to the details dis
closed herein but is to be accorded the full scope of the

tion in what have conceived to be the most practical

40

intent 42, depending upon the corresponding preselected

height of the respective individual tags.
Thus, having reference to Figure 2, the card 45 is
locked into place at the inside surface of the molding
between the abutments 40 and 41.

Having reference to Figures 1 and 4, however, the card

or tag 46 is of such length. that it is similarly lockeci
into position between the abutments 48 and 42.
Arranged adjacent the respective abutments 41 and 42,
as immediately above, are rows of openings collectively
parallel thereto and designated at 47 and 48, respe
tively. Insertion of a pointed or blunt but in any eyent
elongated element, such as a pencil point or rodlike tol,
through the openings 47 or 48, as the case inay be, per

5

edge, and at least one additional elongated abutment mem
ber mounted on the concave surface of said member spaced
from said first abutment member and parallel thereto for
receiving a tag and holding said tag in flexed engagement

mits the dislodgment of the corresponding edge of any
Selected tag.
When said tag has been forced inwardly at such edge
sufficiently to clear the adjacent abutment, as for ex
ample when the tool 50 has forced the lower edge 44
and the tag 46 out of engagement with the abutment
42 of Figure 4, said tag 46 will, by its preferred inher
ent resilience, be flipped out of the molding and reassurne

between said abutment members in such a manner that said

tag has an arculate cross section.
2. A mounted price tag holder comprising in combina

tion a mounting member having an elongated recess ex

tending the full length thereof, an elongated ridge on said
mounting member extending toward said recess, a resilient
transparent member having two substantially parallel
edges and having an arcuate cross section, a substantially
vertical Supporting flange depending from the upper edge
thereof into said recess past said ridge, an elongated ridge

its flat, or essentially flat, shape, as illustrated in dotted
outline at 49 in said Figure 4. Any corresponding in
Ward pushing of the tool, e.g. 48, in the arrangement
of Figure 2, against the lower edge 44 of the tag 35
would free said tag from its engagement between the
abutments 40 and 41.
Manipulation of the tags 45 and 46 also perits their

slidable movement between their respective abutments
longitudinally of the molding as may be desired.

As heretofore noted, engagement of the foot 35 of the

claims so as to embrace any and all equivalent devices.
claim:
1. A resilient price tag holder comprising a transparent
member having two substantially parallel edges and hav
ing an arcuate cross section, a substantially vertical Sup
porting flange depending integrally from the upper edge
thereof in the direction of a chord of said arc, an elon
gated ridge on said flange extending toward the concave
surface of said transparent member for interlocking with
a mating element on a support member, a first elongated
abutment member mounted on the concave surface of said
transparent member near the upper edge thereof and par
allel to said upper edge, said first abutment member being
spaced from the junction of said flange and said upper

5

on said flange extending toward the concave surface of said
transparent member, said second named ridge being below
said first named ridge so as to interlock therewith, a first
elongated abutment member mounted on the concave sur

face of said Inernber near the upper edge thereof and par

5
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allel to said upper edge, and at least one additional elon

gated abutment member mounted on the concave surface
of said member spaced from said first abutment member
and parallel thereto for receiving a tag and holding said
tag in flexed engagement between said abutment members
in such a manner that said tag has an arcuate cross section.
3. A mounted price tag holder comprising in combina
tion a mounting member having an elongated recess ex
tending the full length thereof, an elongated ridge on said
mounting member extending toward said recess, a resilient
transparent member having two substantially parallel
edges and having an arcuate cross section, a substantially
vertical supporting flange depending from the upper edge
thereof into said recess past said ridge, an elongated ridge
on said flange extending toward the concave surface of
said transparent member, said second named ridge being
below said first named ridge so as to interlock therewith,
a first elongated abutment member mounted on the con
cave surface of said member near said upper edge, and a
plurality of spaced additional abutment members mount
ed on the concave surface of said member parallel to said
first abutment member for receiving a tag between two of

6
said abutment members and holding said tag in flexed en
gagement between said two abutment members in such a
manner that said tag has an arcuate cross section and is
bowed into the concave portion of said member.
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